Candidate Testimonials
“The service I received from Tom and the team at Eximius was excellent. They offered me a wide and interesting range of job
opportunities that I was interested in and, when it came to applying and interview, gave personalised coaching and support all the way
through to starting my new job.”
AVP – Product Controller- tier one Bank
I was successfully placed in my current role by Eximius, who acted at all times with total professionalism, ensuring that I was fully
appraised of all of the nuances of the recruiting company and interviewing managers. Post placing me in the role, I received a courtesy follow up call to ensure a smooth on-boarding. I have subsequently used, and recommended Eximius to others for their recruiting
needs.
Director- Tier one Bank- COST FP&A
‘’I’d independently been told that Eximius were a strong outfit, and this was put to the test in summer 2013 when looking for a new
challenge. Eximius understood my motivations and in a short space of time were able to bring to the table some excellent opportunities at top tier institutions, one of which I accepted. Throughout the process Eximius were highly professional and capable, and I am
happy to say played no small part in my successful application’’
Director - Tier one Bank
‘‘I am greatly satisfied with the service I have received from Eximius finance. They have been guiding me all the way through the interview process and made my dream come true. I am working for a prestigious Investment Bank’’
Associate Investment Bank Finance
‘‘My experience with Eximius has been amazing. From the beginning of the job search I was given support and guidance on how to deal
with each interview stage. I was asked for feedback after each interview, and even after I landed a job at a tier-1 inv bank the recruiter
came back and asked me if everything was ok. All in all great and professional service.”
Associate- tier one bank
‘‘Looking to continue my career in Finance, I have been impressed by the reactivity of Tom Stoddart.Very helpful in explaining each step
of the recruitment process, Tom found the job I was looking for. I definitely recommend his level of service.’’
VP- Tier One IB
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